EM LEVEL 1 TREATMENT EXAMPLES
To send the treatment read “Authen.” as “Authenticated”

Inflammation
A. Please Send EM to myself to treat all inflammation in my body. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to treat all inflammation in his/her body. Authen

Swelling
A. Please Send EM to myself to treat all swelling in my body. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to treat all swelling in his/her body. Authen

Relax Nerves
A. Please Send EM to relax my autonomic nervous system. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to relax his/her autonomic nervous system. Authen

Streptococcus
A. Please Send EM to treat all species of streptococcus in me. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to treat all species of streptococcus in his/her body.
Authen

Fungus
A. Please Send EM to treat all species of fungus in me. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to treat all species of fungus in his/her body. Authen

Improve Circulation
A. Please Send EM to myself to improve circulation throughout my body. Authen
B. Please Send EM to ______ sitting next to me to improve circulation throughout his/her body. Authen

Write Down 5 Additional Things You Want To Treat With EM (then treat them)
1. ________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________________

The “Send EM” Treatment

As simple as 1, 2, 3:
1. Say out loud or in your head: “Please send EM to:” and name the person or animal you want to
treat
2. Say: “to treat: “ and name the problem you want to treat
3. Say: “Authenticated”
You can name any person. It is helpful to specify the relationship of that person to you either by family,
friendship or work association or by physical location.
You can name any problem to treat.
All elements are needed to be in the treatment phrase though you can use synonyms for “send” and you
can use different words than “to treat”. You can put the recipient in any location in the treatment
request but you must always end the request with “authenticated”.

Things to look forward to in EM Level 2 and beyond:
EM Level 2 introduces a diagnostic method where you can diagnose anything in any consenting
patient's body. You receive 60 more EM Treatments to play around with in EM Level 2
In EM Levels 3 and 4, the Professional Levels, you receive access to thousands of EM Treatments once
you successfully Level Up. Each of these Levels is taught in modules that you can take in any order of
your preference. You must take all modules and pass an exam to Level Up to that Professional Level.
In EM Level 3 you learn how to treat almost any health problem and how to treat strangers effectively.
You also learn about treating spiritual factors in addition to physical ones.
In EM Level 4 you learn much more about energy, people's constitutions, and the impacts of energy
cycles. You learn how to create new treatment “events”. In EM Level 4 you also learn how to invent
new EM treatments to help EM continue to grow and evolve.

Your EM Level 1 Agreement
Your use of EM Level 1 Diagnosis and/or Treatment is your agreement to the following, so
please read this carefully and do not practice EM on yourself or others if you do not understand this
agreement or if you do not wish to accept this agreement.

I agree to never either purposefully or knowingly attempt to harm any person, animal or plant
through my association with EM.
Should I ever attempt to purposefully and knowingly attempt to harm another human being,
animal or plant with EM, I agree that my right to use EM shall be immediately terminated and I revoke
all rights to all Treatment Rights to which I have been awarded including EM Level 1 Treatment
Rights.
I agree to only use the EM Level 1 treatment with my patients until I am awarded a higher EM
Level.
I agree to make no permanent changes whether purposeful or by accident to EM Treatments as
they have been designed. I agree that any changes I make by accident or through a direct act are to be
null and void and shall in no way alter the design and construction of an EM Treatment as defined by
Ethan Borg. I agree that this shall be the case even if I request another party to make such a change on
my behalf.
I agree that Ethan Borg as an individual and Ethan Borg LLC as a corporation shall bear no
liability for any treatment or condition whatsoever including but not limited to any consequential,
indirect, or special claimed damages for myself and my patients. I agree to indemnify and hold
harmless Ethan Borg as an individual and Ethan Borg LLC as a corporation for any and all claims or
damages which I may seek to assert. By practicing EM on myself and others, I hereby accept and
acknowledge all risk arising from any treatment performed by me as an individual practitioner of EM.
Through my own free will, I make these terms permanent, unchangeable, and irrevocable.
I understand that even if this agreement or any of its terms are construed to be unenforceable by
a court of law that I still accept them as my solemn vow and my intention.
My use of EM diagnosis and/or EM Treatment is my acceptance of this agreement.
Authenticated.

__________________
Name

_____________
Date

